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Pilots in Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, use Full Mission Simulators as part of their training with F-35s. The F-35 simulators can also 
be found at Marine Corps Air Station Yuma, Arizona, where Marine Fighter Attack Squadron (VMFA) 121 trains. The F-35 Full Mis-

sion Simulator accurately replicates all sensors and weapons to provide a realistic mission rehearsal and training environment. 
(Courtesy photo, Lockheed Martin)   l   WikiCommons Public Domain

LUKE AIR FORCE BASE
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“Luke’s Academic Training Center focuses on the academic and simulator 
training and the 61st Fighter Squadron will train on the flying piece. It’s a 

buildup approach training, where we start with academics, move to hands-
on training with the simulators, and finally to the aircraft. The F-35 is built 
in a way to introduce students to the basic overall aircraft handling of its 
systems and what makes up the F-35,” said Lt. Col. Matt Hayden, the 56th 

Training Squadron director of operations.

The Department of Defense’s first U.S. Air Force F-35 Lightning II joint strike fighter (JSF) aircraft soars over Destin, Fla., before landing at its new home at Eglin Air Force Base, July 14, 2011. Its pilot, Lt. Col. Eric Smith of 
the 58th Fighter Squadron, is the first Air Force qualified JSF pilot.  (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Joely Santiago)   l   WikiCommons Public Domain

“Luke’s Academic Training Center focuses on the 
academic and simulator training and the 61st 
Fighter Squadron will train on the flying piece. It’s 
a buildup approach training, where we start with 
academics, move to hands-on training with the 
simulators, and finally to the aircraft. The F-35 is 
built in a way to introduce students to the basic 
overall aircraft handling of its systems and what 
makes up the F-35,” said Lt. Col. Matt Hayden, the 

56th Training Squadron director of operations.
The Center plans, directs and conducts the test-
ing and evaluation of U.S. and allied air arma-
ment, navigation and guidance systems, and 
command and control systems, including the 
F-15 Eagle Fighter Aircraft, the F-16 Fighting Fal-
con Aircraft, the F-22 Raptor fighter aircraft, and 
the A-10 the Thunderbolt bomber aircraft.

F35 JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER TRAINING 
PROGRAM — LOCKHEED MARTIN
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Provide high-performance 
computing at Luke’s 
Academic Training Center 
while meeting government 
data security requirements.

• R3080 Blade PCs
• CD7722 Zero Clients
• CD9722 Zero Clients

THE
CHALLENGE

THE
BENEFIT

THE
SOLUTION

The ClearCube 
solution saves valuable 
workspace, decreases 
support costs while 
increasing data security.

“The tools in the ATC are set up to help immerse the students in 
the aircraft environment in an academic way,” Hayden said. “The 
student stations in each of the classrooms have large monitors 
and a stick and throttle. In addition to that, the instructor at the 
front of the classroom has a couple of projectors which enable 

him to bring up a console, or any of the students’ consoles, to talk 
about what the student sees on the displays.”

Lt. Col. Matt Hayden

Luke Air Force Base Academic Training Center needed a desk-
top computing solution for the JSF training classrooms. There 
were 5 different networks that needed to be accessed at differ-
ent times based on a set training schedule.

The goal was to get rid of the PCs that were taking up too much 
space and putting out too much heat and noise and make the 
process of accessing different networks easier and more effi-
cient. At the same time, they needed each user to have pow-
er-user capability.

ClearCube was able to help the training facility reduce the PC 
footprint and deploy the R3080 rack mounted Blade PC and 
pair it with the CD7722 Zero Client and the CD9722 Zero Client 
to support network switching per user. 

Lockheed Martin removed the hard drive from the R300 and 
the RDP boot from the zero client user ports. That allowed the 
F35 training facility to multipurpose the R3080 Blade PC in the 
data center for specific coursework that needed to be deliv-
ered on specified networks for each assigned classroom at a 
specific time.
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This reduced the space requirement and eliminated noise from the command room and 
reduced the heat for the user workspace. With the network switching integrated there was 
increase asset security and streamlined maintenance. It also reduced support costs by 50% 
(around $3100 per user). The training facility was also able to achieve federal emission secu-
rity (EMSEC) compliance.

ClearCube was able to provide a reduced footprint while providing better quality of service 
than your typical box PC. By removing the desktop from the training center floor, the training 
room is now very quiet and results in better ergonomics at each user’s desktop.

Lockheed Martin “X-35B” JSF, Flight Number 42 & 43 July 11, 2001 Pilot - Simon Hargreaves, BAe Edwards AFB, CA  (Photographer - Tom Reynolds)  l   WikiCommons Public Domain


